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It’s all about your product mix.

Hello,
 
Are you looking to excite your customers with a great product mix? It’s quite
straightforward:

Book your ticket for Nordstil in January, make the necessary preparations for
your trip to Hamburg and head off to the exhibition centre.
You can easily �nd your way around with the help of the ground plan and
Nordstil app.
Enjoy a host of product demonstrations and new ideas from exhibitors as well
as creative trend presentations to inspire your successful product mix.
At the Nordstil Forum: Ideas & Inspiration, experts will be offering lots of
information and suggestions on core and supplementary product ranges,
marketing and success strategies.

Why not extend your stay in Hamburg for a few days of sightseeing and shopping?
We have two hotel tips for you in the Newsletter.
 
Best wishes,
The Nordstil Team

 

TO THE TICKET SHOP

https://login.mailingwork.de/email/testPreview/simulateMailingFunction/5790
https://nordstil.messefrankfurt.com/hamburg/en.html
https://nordstil.messefrankfurt.com/hamburg/en.html
https://nordstil.messefrankfurt.com/hamburg/en/planning-preparation.html#plan
https://qr.messefrankfurt.com/k3QC
https://visitortickets.messefrankfurt.com/ticket/en/ticket_select.html?myaccountreturn=true&_appshop=mf_tap20160620_2193


 

Just a 15-minute walk to Hamburg Exhibition Centre.
From the cosy 3-star Hotel St. Annen you can walk to the exhibition centre in about
�fteen minutes, and it’s also just a short distance on foot from the 4-star Superior
East Hotel in St. Pauli – the building used to be an iron foundry until American star
architect Jordan Mozer transformed it into a design masterpiece.

 

 

Discover something new each
time. Take a look now!
Just a mouse click away. Discover trends ahead of
your competitors, position yourself optimally in the
market and create unique shopping experiences for
your customers.

 

TO CONZOOM SOLUTIONS

 

https://www.hotelstannen.de/en/index.html
https://www.east-hamburg.de/en/hotel
https://www.instagram.com/nordstilmesse/?hl=de
https://conzoom-solutions.messefrankfurt.com/frankfurt/en.html
https://conzoom-solutions.messefrankfurt.com/frankfurt/en.html


Follow us   

#nordstil23  #nordstilmesse  #nordstilwinter

nordstil.messefrankfurt.com

nmedia.hub: The order and
content platform for the Home &
Living sector.
nmedia.hub has set itself the task of facilitating
ordering and reordering processes and handling
article data for industry and retail.

 

TO NMEDIA.HUB
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